


Walking towards Art and Mountain 





On 20th January 2010 Bergamo City Hall and 
the CAI - Italian Alpine Club, section of 
Bergamo, signed an Agreement Protocol in 
order to promote the “realization of events for 
the knowledge and care of the mountain 
heritage and for the development of the 
formative values linked to the mountain 
environment with special attention to the new 
generations and students”. 





To arrange annual events, which include the 
involvement and importance of the new 
generations in different projects and in cultural, 
artistic, communicative and of participation 
paths that have the goal of making young 
people aware and putting them in contact with 
the knowledge, care, protection and value of the 
mountains, such as artistic competitions that 
have the mountain as a main theme, or to 
directly realize in symbolic, important mountain 
areas. 



To collaborate with youth associations in the 

area in the drafting of common projects that 

have the mountain and it’s knowledge and 

protection as a central theme, such as its 

care and the adoption of paths and tracks. 



To find methods and tools of communication 

specifically designed for young people with 

the purpose of creating opportunities and 

events linked to the mountain and to young 

people’s interests. 



As first result of the Agreement Protocol, 

Bergamo City Hall – Department of 

Instruction, Sport, Free Time and Youth 

Politics Department and the CAI have 

promoted – during 2010 – the competition 

 

“A YOUNG MANIFEST FOR MOUNTAIN” 



The competition, addressed to young graphic 

designers and artists (under 30), required the 

realization of a young manifesto that could 

encourage young people to know and go 

through the mountains. The winning project 

was put up in all CAI refuges and locations in 

Bergamo and in different public places. 



The competition “A Young Manifesto For 

The Mountains” was won by Nicola 

Signorelli and Michela Fiorendi, who 

participated with a combined project. 

The series of manifestos could, in fact, 

combine the efficacy and the communicative 

immediacy with an original approach and 

great concentration on a young target. 

 





The competition winners “A Young Manifesto 

For The Mountains” did in fact use the idea of 

sharing their friends’ photos – like in social 

networks (facebook) – in order to convey the 

message that on the mountains you can have 

fun naturally and in a simple way, making fun of 

the ways you now associate with entertainment 

(happy hour, dj-set, wellness and so on…). 





“Creative Paths”, carried out from summer 

2011 and also confirmed for 2012, is the second 

project organized by Bergamo city hall – 

department of Instruction, Sport, Free Time and 

Youth politics department and the CAI following 

the signing of the Agreement Protocol and it also 

has got the partnership of the Accademia 

Carrara di Belle Arti of Bergamo. 



“Creative Paths” has the aim of organising 

installations and exhibitions of young artists, 

directly at a high altitude, along the paths and 

in the Orobie refuges. 





January - April : participation announcement 

May: projects selection. 

June: definition of the location and method of 

installation. 

July - September: realization of the project. 

November: collective exhibition at the Spazio 

Polaresco. 

 





According to a method usually used by the 

Youth Politics Department of Bergamo City 

Hall, the participation announcement is 

opened and allows all young people to take 

part in the project: as long as they are under 

30 years old and live somewhere in the 

province of Bergamo. 

 



The participation announcement “Creative 

Paths” requires the presentation of an 

original artistic project to realize at high 

altitude, which is connected to themes linked 

to the mountains. Where possible, we require 

the artists to present “site specific” projects. 





The participation to the project “Creative Paths” 
by young artists is for free.  

For the authors of the selected projects there 
are: 

 -expenses refunded of maximum 100 euro for 
the materials used 

 -a coupon which can be used to buy books or 
clothes for the mountains 

 - free overnight stay for two in one of the Orobie 
refuges. 
 





The selection of the projects “Creative 
Paths” to be carried out will be at the 
beginning of May. The committee who judges 
the projects is composed of the 3 subjects 
who promote the event: Bergamo City Hall, 
CAI and Accademia Carrara di Belle Arti. 
There will be 8 projects selected for both the 
2011 and 2012 editions. 
 



There are 3 criteria of evaluation: 

 feasibility of the project; 

originality and environmental impact 

ability to connect with the theme of the 

mountain environment 

 





Following the selection of the projects 

“Creative Paths”, it is fundamental to find 

their collocation. If the project is already 

linked to a specific place of realization 

(refuges, paths, open air), it is necessary to 

verify its feasibility. If not, it is necessary to 

find the best place for the project. 

 



Even in the case of projects “Creative Paths” 
that have to be carried out outside, the tendency 
is to find, where possible, places near the 
refuges. 

The location search and the method of 
installation are both discussed with the 
administrator of the project. 

For 2012 edition, Clara Luiselli, an artist of 
Bergamo who deals with mountain themes, took 
care of this. 
 
 





The installations “Creative Paths” are 

realized in the best period concerning the 

weather and access to tracks and refuges by 

tourists, trekking fans and visitors: it is in fact 

possible to admire them from the beginning 

of July to the end of September. 

 



The event is 

communicated 

and promoted by 

a map-catalogue 

that contains 

both the location 

of the artistic 

projects and 

their description. 
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The true conclusion of the project “Creative 
Paths” is not at high altitude, but in Bergamo, at 
the Spazio Polaresco, seat of the Youth Politics 
Department and multifunctional space for young 
people and for the development of their projects, 
with a collective exhibition which includes all the 
projects which were realized at high altitude. 

The inauguration of the exhibition “Creative 
Paths” is the 9 November 2012. 
 



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION 
 

Contacts: 
 

Mauro Baronchelli 
mbaronchelli@comune.bg.it 

 

Paolo Valoti 
paolo@valoti.it 

 

“The mountain is for everyone, not just for climbers: For those who are looking for relaxation, 

and for those who in difficulty are looking for a rest stronger.” (GUIDO REY) 


